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Abstract
The reliability of power system has received increasing
attentions, in this paper, we apply the epidemic propagation
model with the reliability each location in social networks to
analyze the spread of significant frequency changes over
power network, these will be discussed the impacts
of reliability on the spread of the frequency deviation over
power network. Theory analysis and computer simulation
show that reliability rate reshapes the critical threshold of
spreading dynamics and brings a nonlinear impact on the
final size of frequency oscillation.
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Introduction
Currently the electricity power infrastructure is highly
vulnerable against many forms of natural or malicious physical
events [1,2]. Around the world, the number of outages affecting
large populations has steadily risen in the past decade, causing
enormous economic losses [3,4]. The frequency is one of the
most important metrics of power system and significant
frequency deviation may cause system instability and the
damage of electronic devices, the analysis of frequency
fluctuation, particularly how the frequency oscillation is
propagated through the power network, is hence a key task to
maintain a sustainable power grid with security and stability in
consideration. The reliability of power system attract more and
more attention, and reliability evaluation of a complete electric
power system including generation, transmission, station and
distribution facilities is an important ability in overall power
system planning and operation [5]. Due to the enormity of the
problem, reliability analysis is not usually conducted on
complete power systems and reliability evaluations of
generating
facilities,
transmission
systems,
station
configurations, and of distribution system segments are usually
performed independently. There are many benefits associated
with the ability to perform overall system reliability evaluation
[6].

Note that the frequency stability of power grid has been
widely studied in the community of power systems [3]. However,
most of them are based on complicated modeling of generators
and transmission lines, and require the analysis of dynamics. In a
sharp contrast, our study is uses a phenomenological
mathematical model. Meanwhile, there are also many studies
on power systems from the viewpoint of complex networks
[7,8]. These studies are completely focused on the power grid
topology and the corresponding implications. There are many
studies presented an excellent study on the dynamics of
cascading failures in power network [9-11].
The difference of our paper is that our study is more focused
on the frequency oscillations instead of cascading failure. The
objective of this research is to analyze the spread of significant
frequency changes over power network, these will be discussed
the impacts of reliability on the spread of the frequency
deviation over power network. The methodology of the study is
applying the epidemic propagation model with the reliability
each location in social networks to research the propagation of
frequency fluctuation in power network. The propagation of
frequency fluctuation is modeled as the spread of epidemic
disease process, and the change of frequency hence spreads
over a structure containing interconnected power grid
components.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In the next
section, we introduce the SIR epidemic model with the reliability
each location in social networks. We investigate the dynamic
behaviors of the spread of the frequency deviation in power
network; obtain the critical threshold of spreading dynamics. In
numerical simulation, we investigate the computer simulation to
show the reliability rate reshapes the critical threshold of
spreading dynamics and brings a nonlinear impact on the final
size of size of frequency oscillation. Finally, we will give the main
conclusions in conclusion section.

The spread of the frequency deviation SIR model in
power network
The logic network for the power network used to investigate
the propagation of frequency, we can consider the frequency
deviation as a disease and the different locations of power
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network as a social network. Hence, the mathematical analysis
of epidemic propagation along with many fruitful results and
powerful tools is applied to model the frequency oscillation in
power network. Particularly, we will use the SIR model to
describe the spread of epidemic disease [4,12], the SIR model
defines three population types: suspicious people (S) defined as
people that could be infected by the disease, and infected
people (I) defined as people that are infected by the disease.
And removed people (R) defined as people that recovered from
the disease. Suspicious people contact their friends in the social
network with a contact rate and could become sick; meanwhile
infected people recover with a rate and become removed. By
using the similarity between the social network and power
network, we can consider a significant frequency deviation as
the epidemic. Each location is considered as a person, while its
neighbors in the logic network can be considered as its friends in
the social network. Once its frequency deviates from the original
value with a significant offset, we consider it as being infected.
Once it falls back to the original value, it is recovered from the
disease.
In this model, denotes the locations are in reliable state, while
presents the locations are in unreliable state. Every location has
the following six states: reliable suspicious (SJ), unreliable
suspicious (Su), reliable infected (Ir), unreliable infected (Iu),
reliable removed (Rr), unreliable removed (Ru), We give a
reliability rate α to each location. Specifically, the probability of
a location will be in unreliable state with probability α and in
reliable state with probability (1-α).
The spread of the frequency deviation process can be shown
in Figure 1.
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Where (k) denotes the average degree of the power network;
The total number of location frequency deviation spreading
procession is N, and it needs to be described by standard in
order to facilitate understand the dynamic process, we assumed
that Su (t)+Sr (t)+Iu (t)+Ir (t)+Ru (t)+Rr (t)=1. We can get the
mean-field equations of S (t), I (t) and R(t) of homogeneous
power networks by adding reliable and unreliable in same
degree, in other words, Su (t)+Sr (t)+S (t), Iu (t)+Ir (t)=I (t), Ru (t)
+Rr (t)=R (t), which has been shown as:
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At the beginning of frequency deviation spreading, nearly no
location infected. So provide that at first, one unreliable infected
exists in the network, and the left suspicious location. So the
initial condition for frequency deviation transmission is S (0) ≈ 0,
I (0) ≈ 1 and R (0)=0. In the final equilibrium state, only
suspicious and recovered are remaining. The final size of
frequency deviation R will be calculated to weigh the level of
frequency deviation influence. Here � = lim � � = � ∞
and it will be deduced below in this section.
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We discuss the final size R to investigate the spreading
threshold in homogeneous networks by analyzing the meanfield Equation 2.
Figure 1: The spread of the frequency deviation process.
The Figure 1 has shown the spreading process which
describes the state changes of suspicious and infected in
complex networks. The frequency deviation spreading process
will begins with the following either situation: 1) An unreliable
suspicious location will contact with all infected it links to
directly and it will become an unreliable infected with
probability λ; 2) A reliable suspicious meets with an unreliable
infected and interacts with it, then the reliable node will become
a reliable infected one with probability λ. Furthermore,
considering recover mechanism, reliable infected and unreliable
infected can switch their states into reliable removed and
unreliable removed, respectively, at rate.
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Equation (4)’s both sides are integrated for R (t) and I (t) from
instability to equilibrium. Noticing the initial condition and when
t → ∞, I (∞)=1-R (∞)=1-R we can get the following equation:
R=1-e-εR → (5)
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Numerical simulation
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In this section, theoretical prediction is validated by
performing the numerical simulations. As described above, our
studies are mainly focused on US power network whose average
degree <k>=2.67 and network size N=4941 [13,14].
Figures 2 and 3 displays that the impact reliable rate has on
critical spreading rate. In the desire to further study spreading
process, R is numerically fitted to stretched exponential function
of λ and α when λ>λc and α>αc respectively.

Conclusion

Figure 2: Final frequency deviation size R, as a function of
reliable rate α varying over different λ. Insets shows the
exponential correlation of R and 1/(2α-α2) when λ is greater
than critical λc.

In this paper, we have studied the frequency oscillation in
power networks by considering the frequency oscillation as
epidemic propagation and the power network as a social
network. We investigate the computer simulation to show the
reliability rate reshapes the critical threshold of spreading
dynamics and brings a nonlinear impact on the final size of size
of frequency oscillation.
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Which can be deduced to get the constraint λ>λc, in that the
threshold �� =
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networks and reliable rate.Meanwhile, noting that λc does not
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